[Preclinical evaluation of the safety of biotechnology products: specific aspects].
Biotechnology-derived products represent a class of increasingly numerous drugs. One of their major characteristics is extreme diversity, which requires specific approaches for the preclinical evaluation of their safety. The selection of relevant animal species is not easy, as most of these products are human-specific. Thus, only one species will often be used, i.e. primates. As most of these products are large molecules, they can be directly immunogenic. When they are human-specific, no animal model is available to predict the risk. Many biotechnology-derived products have an expected influence on the immune system. This must be taken into account in the preclinical strategy of immunotoxicity evaluation that is now required for every new drug. As conventional toxicity testing is generally limited, safety pharmacology studies should include more than the core battery of assays required by current guidelines in order to complement missing data as much as possible. Because of these particularities, a comprehensive investigation of metabolism and pharmacokinetics is not usually needed. Some products can cross-react with cellular components not intended as therapeutic targets. It is, therefore, essential to rule out the risk of possible cross-reactions that can result in adverse effects. Finally, viral safety is a crucial component of the preclinical safety evaluation of these products. Overall, biotechnology-derived products raise specific issues because of their innovative and original characteristics, and it is difficult to address all these issues if not by using a case-by-case approach.